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Introduction
• What was the research?
• 1995-2000; Investigated various 

unconventional approaches to 
energy generation

• 2000-2006; Developed theory 
behind microwave confinement 
with magnets, using electron 
cyclotron resonance and radiation 
pressure for fusion at low pressure 
and ball lightning at high pressure;  
designed a reactor

• 2006-2009;  Spherical reactor 
constructed and operated; data 
acquired and analyzed; future 
steps identified. Experiment 
mandatory; computation 
impractical for multi-mode 
microwave chamber with plasma

19th Century encounter with Ball Lightning
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What was accomplished?
• Demonstrated a practical reactor 

that can be used for plasma 
research and can be scaled up for 
further experiments. Key hardware 
advance: near-field antennas 
inside plasma that shield each 
other

• Ruled out Inertial Electrostatic 
Confinement (IEC); not possible 
without inner grids but these 
cause unacceptable losses.  
Found spherical microwave 
confinement might work with 
magnets, either for low-pressure 
plasmas or initiating BL at high 
pressures, but not for conditions 
needed for fusion                 

• Why is this important?

Reactor at TUNL, Spring 2009
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We Are Pigs

Our Industrial Revolution is based on the finite, one-time extraction and use of concentrated  
fuels and ores. Eventually wells and mines play out, after which energy and materials must 
be gathered from a diffuse environment. Renewable energy is also diffuse, and with present 
technology cannot generate the materials needed for its own infrastructure. Only permanent 

concentrated energy sources can close the cycle, and prolong anything like our current 
civilization.
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What can replace fossil fuels and last forever?

• Any new infrastructure must be built with energy sources at hand, 
and will consume more than it produces until nearly complete

• Nuclear fission cannot replace fossil fuels
• The nuclear fuel path (US) is also once-through, analogous to fossil 

fuel. Natural U would last ~100 years, and low-grade ores have a 
large environmental cost. Thorium technology is not yet developed

• Breeder reactors are impractical, inherently dangerous, and 
expensive. They rely on corrosive, pyrophoric, and radioactive liquid 
sodium. To date all breeding power plants have been costly failures

• We’d have to build at least a power plant a week for decades to 
make a difference.  The US will build 5 by 2020, and no breeders, so 
the decision has already been made

• People misbehave.  Fission technology raises the consequences
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Solar? Wind? Hydro? Geothermal?
• Solar and wind are both diffuse (high entropy), and 

cannot be used to gather and refine diffuse materials to 
make or replace their own infrastructure, let alone other 
uses. They rely on concentrated (low entropy) energy 
and ores, which are temporary. Soon almost all critical 
material sources (especially non-ferrous metals) will be 
diffuse.

• All large-scale hydroelectric plants are already built, and 
their capacities will decline as their lakes  silt.  The 
associated ecological damage is immense and 
eventually catastrophic for fishing and farming (witness 
Egypt, no new soil; Pacific Northwest, few salmon).

• Geothermal is only applicable in a few locations and has 
limited power capacity. Great for Iceland. I don’t live 
there. You don’t either.
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What about Fusion?
• Deuterium is the only ~limitless concentrated fuel; 

how about current proposed methods to use it?
• Volume of engineered space per watt is far greater 

than that needed for fission due to 14 MeV neutrons 
and scale requirements; energy (money) to construct 
fusion infrastructure is maximal, and even greater 
after concentrated ores are depleted

• Fusion cannot come on line in time to avoid energy 
catastrophe even if a method were perfected today, 
and plants can’t be built after general collapse

• Magnetic confinement? So far, no solutions for first-
surface materials, instabilities, plasma purity; power 
plants would be impractically huge; blanket design 
and T production is extremely difficult and dangerous

• ICF? No practical driver; pellets are far too expensive 
to make 106 per day; first-surface problems remain; 
every parameter is orders of magnitude away from 
values needed for an operating power plant; 
problems generic, not just at National Ignition Facility

Tokamak

Inertial Confinement
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Pondering these things in the Big House
• In 1995 I saw Seth Putterman’s 

article about sonoluminescence
and fusion

• I brushed up my physics, spent 
14 months researching and 
designing

• Finally realized that fusion 
power was not possible with 
bubbles (calculated maximum 
bubble volume, sound energy 
density, extrapolated to 
concentrated spot, not enough 
for ignition of enough nuclei), 
but the experience got me 
started

Central Prison cell block

Central Prison aerial photo 
(my room; center bottom)
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High pressure SL chamber

Sadly, high
pressures
disrupt
bubbles…so 
this wouldn’t 
work.
These ultrasonic
(20 kHz) 
transducers are
piezoelectric,
actually need
magnetostrictive
to work at these
high pressures
(~4000 psi)

(Designed and drawn in prison) 
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SL Power Plant (imaginary!)

Example of writing too small to read on an 
excessively complex diagram
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What about Low Energy Nuclear Reactions?
• I then spent a couple of years studying 

cold fusion claims and theories
• Tried to increase the reaction rate by 

maximizing the pressure, temperature, 
and surface area of hydrides by shock 
waves through aerosol; high pressures 
required to deter decomposition 

• Computed the details for C-J shocks, 
designed several power plants, but—

• If the reaction worked well enough to 
power the plant then the aerosols 
would behave as a high explosive 
(shock must be self-sustaining), and 
none of them do…so I gave up

• There remain anomalies with CF 
experiments that deserve attention, 
but my attention diverted to 

• (drum roll)
Cold Fusion Jet Engine
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Ball Lightning—which exists!
• Nature already has an anomalous energy source about which we know nothing
• Thousands of witness reports including from engineers and scientists
• No BL theory explains its confinement, duration, capacity to go through solid and 

liquid obstacles, or its energy density; in short—all the important things remain 
complete mysteries

• High energy BL has the same energy density as molten iron (or more), far beyond 
storage for a gas or any chemical reactions; can reach 109 J m-3 (measured bathtub 
of boiling water heated from BL of known size). Too high for hot gas to store energy

• It must be made of commonly available materials
• It sometimes forms without linear lightning
• There is evidence for microwave production (enough to cause serious damage)

Melbourne Ball Lightning, 2002, including extrapolated path behind hills
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What we learn from the BL picture
• BL does not necessarily just 

store energy from linear 
lightning

• Size and structure can change; 
growth possible (witnesses say 
this started out very fast and 
slowed down, so hard to know 
how much it grew)

• Inner core can have outer 
sheath

• BL is not buoyant
• Temperature from color is far 

lower than energy density 
would suggest (terminal 
explosion was huge); most of 
the energy is not stored by hot 
plasma

If you think THIS is strange, ask 
me to play

the Concorde video
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Mysteries of BL (shades of prelim)
• Typical lifetime is 10 sec (range 1 to 150 sec typically) instead of 

microseconds to cool, recombine as one would expect
• Neutral buoyancy; tends to hover over ground and can move upwind 

instead of rising
• Can’t have separation of charges sustained in conductor, thus no E
• B requires current which would need superconducting loop; plasmas 

have finite resistance. Density is too high for B confinement due to 
high collision rate >> gyrofrequency (density is atmospheric).

• Neutrals may be confined since no cooling from convection, and 
“pop” on collapse evidence for internal pressure >> partial pressure 
of ionized fraction. No known mechanism for that. Would be ~15 
atm!

• If neutrals not confined, then plasmoid should cool and collapse in < 
1 ms; would help explain BL moving upwind (but leaves most of the 
mystery)

• BL can pass through solid walls; shows no buoyancy; does not 
cool by heating air; moves without regard to wind direction
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BL superimposed over environment
• From the previous page, especially the last line, BL does not exist in 

the same way as any other physical object
• BL does not interact in a normal way with objects until it ends, and 

does not (usually) displace them; can be cool to the touch (more 
rarely is hot) and does not displace air

• Sometimes BL has outer coatings that interact strongly (smoking, 
sparking, flames)

• We need new physics that can allow volumes of space to 
temporarily superimpose over the ambient conditions in this way 
(macroscopic uncurling of a hidden dimension?)

• Interaction with core via EM radiation; don’t know if there’s a 
spectral shift; sometimes BL blinks on and off

• An extension of physics should allow for further excursions but be 
answerable to material measurement in the case of minor 
excursions

• General idea is in the thesis, Chapter 6.5
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Why BL is interesting for power
• Power output of BL not associated with 

cooling or reduction in size, so it’s not just 
hot, something’s generating the energy

• Energy flows out continuously from visible 
light (recombination), RF (static recorded), 
sometimes heat; RF can be converted 90% 
efficiency, no thermal cycle

• Energy out on explosion can include 
microwaves; unknown origin. Evidence from 
cooked meat, hot water

• Total energy can be >> initial input especially 
when not generated by linear lightning, and 
energy is generated during lifetime of BL; 
evidence of anomalous sustaining reaction

• Most powerful recorded BL formed 
underwater off coast of Japan

• Materials (fuel) must be abundant, whatever 
they are

• BL cannot be studied until we can make it 
in the lab.
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To NCSU and Studentia
• Started studying physics here in 2001
• Started developing the idea of a spherical 

chamber with inward-pointing helical 
antennas

• Developed the idea of magnetic Spherical 
Microwave Confinement in many 
incarnations, both for fusion and BL

• By 2006 had a stable design and some 
degree of plausibility; designed two 
hemispherical magnets to fit around the 
chamber

• Idea was to have a closed surface for 
electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) at 875 
gauss in the middle of the chamber, with a 
cusp field

• Proposed plugging the polar and ring cusps 
with magnetic fields generated by currents 
caused by circularly polarized microwaves

• Turns out this was not a valid idea but 
partially correct by means of modifying the 
loss cone to loss hyperboloids (details in the 
thesis)

Music Critics BS vs. PhD

The New Inmates of 2004
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Magnetic field direction and magnitude
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Section along polar axis showing the outer 
sphere holding the magnet coils, the ground 
sphere (pressure wall), antennas, B field cusp 
section. Computed using off-axis dipole 
equations using elliptic integrals

Contours show a section of B isosurfaces 
(constant magnitudes). Superimposed sections 
are the outer coil sphere (upper hemisphere 
current in one direction and lower hemisphere 
the other); pressure wall, and antenna tips
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Promise and limitations for MSMC
• Originally hoped for very large ponderomotive forces at the ECR;

• Es is the spatial part of the E field,  is the microwave frequency,  is the cyclotron 
frequency, and ne is the sum of electron collision frequencies. delEs is maximal, and 
the electron orbit blows up at ECR surface

• However the electron orbits do not expand without limit at ECR, instead they go 
chaotic and thus limit the peak ponderomotive forces

• Original estimates were based on well-defined plasma surfaces with a skin depth

• But real plasmas don’t act this way, things are less well-organized
• The cusp field is strong enough for ECR and some confinement enough for ~100 eV 

BUT not enough for fusion conditions due to the cusp losses and B not being strong 
enough (fusion needs ~20 T!)
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Magnet design
• Using Mathematica I calculated the 

magnet windings required to make the 
correct B field (spherical isosurfaces 
near the wall, oblate spheroid ECR 
near center)

• Magnet would be pulsed from a 
capacitor bank

• The field would be designed only for a 
vacuum; a plasma is diamagnetic, and 
once formed, distorts the field, making  
accurate predictions difficult

• The magnets tend to cancel each 
other’s fields, resulting in large current 
requirements to achieve ECR deep 
inside.  Strong repulsive forces exist 
on the coils

• The wire alone would weigh 100 lbs 
• After completing design and making 

trial spindles, it became clear that 
magnets would be expensive and 
difficult to fabricate, gave it up…but 
could be done with funding and co-
workers

Coil windings in amp-turns, one 
hemisphere (pole to equator)

B magnitude in vacuum, section along
polar axis
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Construction begins, Aug. 2006

Early antenna design with 
ceramic coating

Acrylic magnet spindle over hemisphere
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Magnetrons, antennas and aluminum chamber
• 20 magnetrons, 1kW each, powered by a 

capacitor bank and driving antennas 
mounted with icosahedral symmetry, 

• Ganged in groups of 5 with conical adapters 
to impedance-match output to coax

• Originally used baffles to separate the 
antennas, protecting magnetrons from 
reflections;  didn’t need, later removed

• Mounted hemispheres on shelving with 
wheels, later mounted in tracks, proved very 
practical

• First equatorial seal was rubber and hose 
clamps; later changed to O-ring and flange 
with bolts

• Rubber-plug feedthroughs for antennas 
proved completely inadequate (3 Torr 
ultimate pressure!), and were replaced

2007
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Early Video (2006 through Nov. 2008)
• My primary diagnostic tool was a 

video camera (one of several)
• With magnets, the only access to 

the chamber was via polar pipes, 
requiring fiberoptics. But 
borescope could not function in 
vacuum

• As an alternative, mounted a  
camcorder on a monopod, which 
viewed the interior through two 
windows shielded with wire mesh 

• However, interference from 
leaking microwaves was severe, 
eventually damaging cameras and 
making many clips unusable

• Source of leaks discovered Nov 
2008;  switched to surveillance  
cameras

• Coax led data to a computer for 
viewing, storing, and editing 

Borescope (fiber-optic probe)

First video camera, shielded
(note early plastic pipe!)
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First Video, with Sparker
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Sparker
• Explosively introduced aerosol of 

various materials into plasma for BL 
(B3 hypothesis; birds, bats, bugs)

• Made rail gun of ¼ inch ss tubing, a 
tungsten welding-rod core, and cer-
amic insulation to create a small jet

• Powered by capacitor bank, worked 
best at 1800 V

• Flame in air was 8 cm long, loud as 
a rifle shot

• Best source material was a mixture 
of agar, graphite, ground insects 
(recall BL); gun could fire a dozen 
times without reloading

• Finally moved on: coordination with  
magnetrons was difficult, plasma 
moved too fast, confinement by 
glass sphere also unsuccessful
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Early Grids (2007)
• Important to have seed plasma 

for microwaves, rapid genera-
tion of opaque plasma needed 
to avoid magnetron damage

• First used grids to provide 
corona electrons

• Later used grids to make E 
field for SMC biasing (IEC 
assisted with microwaves)

• First design was wire loops at 
base of antennas, then ss 
rings with teflon insulators

• Antenna-firing problems 
occurred primarily at the base

• Grid powered with capacitors, 
originally up to -3kV

First grid, ss wire on nylon bolts

Mounted (with glass sphere)
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Final Grid
• Used 10 ga. ss wire rings 7 in. 

diameter spot-welded together
• Supported by ceramic about 3 

cm from wall
• Typically ran at −6 kV
• Minor sparking at corners, 

otherwise smooth discharge
• With shielded antenna bare at 

inner tip, grid provided current 
of electrons towards center, 
aiding rapid microwave 
formation of opaque plasma

With tests of first solid antennas
(polyclay) and shield patterns

Antennas with BN paint on ceramic
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Grid only in Hydrogen
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Wall insulation
• Grid required wall to be 

insulated to prevent shorting 
• Many trials, many failures, 

much trauma
• Started with ceramic paint 

(peeled); clay (powdering  
destroyed pump); engine paint 
(don’t ask)

• Finally sprayed on 5 layers of 
hardcoat BN paint, adhered to 
aluminum, was durable, and 
worked very well

• More advanced reactor will 
require serious design 
advance to avoid thermal 
problems when wall heats

Ceramic paint peeling

Applying BN paint (success!)
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Antenna evolution
• Replaced rubber-plug feedthrus 

with brass bushings, then O-rings
• Open coils formed plasma inside 

the coils and at the base (bad)
• First tried filling coils with PVC, 

then switched to solid epoxy
• Outgassing problems mostly 

solved with solid epoxy, but still 
some gas generation

• Shielded with copper 
• Outer layer ceramic except for 

brass electrodes exposing shield 
at tip

• Final model produced plasma 
smoothly over surface, withstood 
full power without damage, had 
good seal at base

• Recommend making future 
antennas of Invar and  solid-baked 
ceramic for improved durability, 
heat transfer, and base pressure
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Mark II Antennas

Cast in solid epoxy with O-ring flange O-ring with Apiezon Q putty
(July 2009, TUNL)

Tip showing coil Cast, painting with BN
(June 2009)

Final; black engine paint
No peeling! Works great
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SMC as variant of IEC (with no magnets)
• IEC can’t work as a fusion 

reactor:  reasons include 
collision losses, 1/n and 1/r 
scaling, current loss from grids, 
angular momentum buildup, 
grid collisions and heating, 
etc…

• Let’s use microwaves to 
replace  central grid; they heat 
the plasma efficiently, keep it 
away from solid surfaces, and 
scale better with n and r

• The outer grid and inner tips of 
antenna shields provided the 
electrostatic component

• Shields on antennas allow 
plasma formation a few cm 
from their surfaces and also in 
the center

Double-well potential structure
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Why gridless IEC can’t work
• Debye length ([ kT / n e2]1/2) and plasma frequency ([n e2 / m]1/2) 

define size and duration of plasma non-neutrality; at fusion-reactor 
conditions (n ~ 1020 m-3) these become 10-5 m and ~1011 Hz; unless these 
conditions can be achieved break-even is impossible

• Ballistic confinement only works with mean free path ~ reactor size; 
eliminates possibility of fusion reactors

• Confinement requires applied pressure of the order of atmospheric in DT 
fusion reactors. These pressures must be transferred to the reactor, but 
gridded IEC transfers force to the inner grid.  In gridless operation this is the 
virtual anode or cathode at center, blowing plasma apart in nanoseconds

• These problems are increased many times for non-DT fuels (x15 for p-B)
• The potential (times ion charge) from a virtual cathode that could turn 

around all but one in 104 ions would be many times the plasma temperature; 
necessary to consider far end of distribution tail because collision ×-section 
is 104 times fusion ×-section under optimal conditions; no chance to create 
multi-MV potentials that last with such highly conductive plasmas; non-
Maxwellian distributions make situation even worse

• Fundamental, first-semester E&M → can’t confine a plasma with 
electrostatic fields alone; SMC conclusion: can’t do it with microwaves 
either!
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Radiation pressure is inadequate
• Dr. Donald Ensley (LANL) spent years designing reactors with microwave 

radiation pressure confinement; required superconducting first surfaces!
• For the minimum required radiation pressure, with  = ratio of plasma 

pressure to radiation pressure, n = 1020 m-3, frequency 2.45 GHz, kT ~ 10 
keV (for DT), the plasma pressure is about 1.6 atmospheres; we need

• Since  must be no more than a few percent, this requires Q of  about 1011, 
far beyond anything possible in general, let alone in a reactor

• Only hope is to accentuate the radiation pressure with the ponderomotive 
force at ECR, but necessary high levels cannot be reached with microwaves

• Radiation pressure and ponderomotive forces are critical for ICF since 
relying on ballistic “confinement” is insufficient by at least 105; but any inner 
grid makes microwave enhancement impractical
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Vacuum System
• Initial seals only got to 3 Torr
• Installed O-ring and flange at equator
• Replaced homemade windows with a 

commercial port
• Renovated antennas to avoid outgas-

ing; improved feedthrough seals with 
O-rings;  more improvement needed

• 1st turbo pump operated with rough-
ing pressures of 50 mTorr, but pump 
power supply was destroyed by 
accidental puff of gas.  2nd turbo never 
tolerated attainable roughing 
pressures

• Limit of final setup was 30 mTorr, 
insufficient for full test of concept, also 
would not allow control of gas purity

• Future magnetic SMC experiments will 
require much better vacuum

Turbo pump and most advanced setup
(TUNL)

Mechanical pump (first of three)
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Video results (2008)
• Main challenge was to avoid 

interference; took years to fix
• Plasma lasted 0.2 sec
• Discharge was very bright and 

required filters and/or short 
shutter speeds

• Mesh from oven window  
necessary to protect camera 
from microwaves

• Pictures guided antenna and 
grid development to achieve 
even plasma over antennas

• Some frames showed possible 
central confinement when using 
both grid and microwaves

• Only a few shots had balanced 
power distribution to antennas

• Much better diagnostics are 
mandatory for future research

550 mTorr in air

78 mTorr in hydrogen
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TUNL Neutron test
• Officially hazardous;  forced to TUNL 

shielded target room Feb. 2009
• TUNL helium leak-chasing was 

essential
• Operated with control room 

separated from the reactor by wall
• Used Dr. Golub’s scintillator attached 

to video camera, and moderated 
using paraffin brick

• Catastrophic microwave malfunction 
during preparatory trials with H2,  
could neither diagnose nor repair

• Nevertheless made D2 trials
• Result was null, but reactor was not 

functioning properly and was now 
genuinely dangerous…

• Never managed to get magnetrons  
working again after this failure

Scintillator fixed to camera

Detector mounted on reactor
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Final BL Experiments
• Returned to NCSU early Aug 2009
• Put black engine paint on all 

antennas;  trial antenna had 
shown no microwave damage

• Removed magnetrons; made 
Schottky diodes on capacitors 
creating “rectennas” to detect 
anomalous microwave generation 
should BL be created

• Operated grid in both constant 
and pulsed modes at 60 Hz, 3 kV

• No sign of anomalous behavior
• Setup for harvesting microwaves 

demonstrated;  it’s simple and 
efficient. Actual power conditioning 
is a challenge but is off-the-shelf 
technology

Engine paint on antennas

Diodes and capacitors with coax 
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Results and Conclusions
• Designed and constructed a complete working reactor and custom 

components that could be the basis for future models
• Researched and designed hemispherical magnets for the field 

configuration required
• Devised near-field antennas suited to this unique application, later  

adapted them to be rectennas
• Outlined the basis for extensions of the physics required to 

understand BL (explained in the thesis)
• Obtained tantalizing photos of confinement, although SMC probably 

did not work: could not achieve necessary low pressures, did not 
have sophisticated microwave circuits to balance power to antennas

• No evidence for BL generation yet
• Will seek funding for further work with hemispherical magnets to 

trigger BL, and also for additional theoretical work
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Design of the Next Reactor
• 1 meter diameter sphere split into hemispheres and mounted as current (22 

inch) sphere
• Single microwave source supplying power to 32 antennas in soccerball 

symmetry via a matching network that protects the source from reflections; 
maximum power 4 kW, variable to low levels

• Antennas of low-expansion metal such as Invar or tungsten, coated with  
baked monolithic ceramic for low outgassing

• Advanced feedthroughs and antenna mounts to eliminate leaks and 
reflections

• Sophisticated plasma diagnostics incorporated
• Two hemispherical magnets with pulsed power supply (square wave) for 

ECR operation
• X-ray shielding!
• Vacuum system capable of 10-5 Torr; reactor must be bakeable
• Some or all of the antennas should also function as rectennas in case of BL 

formation (power in from microwave generator, power out to capacitor bank 
via diodes)

• And enough buckeroos for a team of co-workers
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Someday....

From this                                                 to this
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